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A B S T R A C T

Molecular Interaction Network Approach (MINA) was used to elucidate candidate disease genes. The approach was
implemented to identify novel gene association with commonly known autoimmune diseases [1]. In MINA, we
evaluated the hypothesis that “network proximity” within a whole genome molecular interaction network can be
used to inform the search for multigene inheritance. There are now numerous examples of gene discoveries based
upon network proximity between novel and previously identified disease genes (Yin et al., 2017 [2], Wang et al., 2011
[3], and Barrenas et al., 2009 [4]). This study extends the application of interaction networks to the interrogation of
Genome Wide Association studies: first, by showing that a group of nine autoimmune diseases (AuD) genes “seed
genes”, are connected in a highly non-randommanner within awhole genome network; andsecond, byshowing that
the minimal number of connecting genes required to connect a maximal number of AuD candidate genes are highly
enriched as candidate genes for AuD predisposing mutations. The findings imply that a threshold number of
candidate genes for any heritable disorder can be used to “seed” a molecular interaction network that

� Serves to validate the disease status of closely associated seed genes

� Identifies genes that are highly enriched as novel candidate disease genes

� Provides a strategy for elucidation of epistatic gene x gene interactions
The method could provide a critical toll for understanding the genetic architecture of common traits and disorders.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Method details

MINA workflow steps are schematically presented in Fig. 1.

1 Seed genes selected from literature.
2 Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) core tool created and score-ranked networks interconnecting seed
genes

3 Largest, highest-scoring network from IPA output selected
4 Candidate Genes (connecting genes), their location, and all their genotyped SNPs are identified.
5 Validation: in primary GWAS dataset
6 Replication: in secondary GWAS dataset and/ or new case: control study.

MINA study design and candidate seed genes

In MINA, we use “network proximity” to identify a small number of candidate genes that we then “re-
evaluated” in the published GWAS studies [1]. Recently, similar approaches using network proximity
havebeenreported[2–4].Ourstudydesign isbased onthe identificationandassociationanalysis ofavery
small number of candidate genes (relative to a whole genome scan) where the statistical cost of multiple
testing is greatly reduced and which allows for cheap and rapid testing candidate genes by testing
targeted single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in case: control study. By lowering the number of SNPs
tested we sought to detect candidate AuD genes that were indistinguishable from background noise in
the genome wide studies. Genetic studies implicates set of genes that are well established for multipile
and overlapping AuD including T1D [5–9]. PSO [10], ankylosing spondylitis [11], and other common
heritable disorders [12–13]. A meta-analysis of 18 AuD-GWAS identified a total of nine genes that are
common among two or more of the following seven AuD: CeD, CD, MS, RA, SLE, PSO and T1D [5]. These
nine identified genes were selected as the “seed genes”.

Gene and SNPs identification

A gene location was defined to include 100-kilobase up-stream and down-stream of NCBI’s start-
and end- gene location. All examined candidate genes SNPs were downloaded from each GWAS
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database and where assigned to the prospective gene(s) to enable SNP-gene comparisons across
multiple databases.

Graphical representation of gene networks

The term ‘network’ is used to refer to a graphical representation of the molecular relationships
between genes or gene products. Genes or gene products are represented as nodes (shapes) and
the biological relationship between two nodes is represented as an edge (line). In order to
facilitate visualization of the seed and network connecting genes we only show the molecular
interactions (edges) connecting network members. We tasked the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA)
software to “link together the maximum number of seed genes with a minimal number of
connecting genes within the constraints of the default 35-node network”. It is expected that
optimization of this problem will include one or more nodes with the network property of a “hub”;
i.e., the gene may be selected based on its connections to a large number of molecules rather
than biological similarity to the other network genes. Direct interactions refer to actions like
“binding”, “cleave”, or “phosphorylate” whereas indirect interactions refer to actions like “activate”,
“inhibit”, or “stimulate”. In this study, we only consider direct interaction. We used Pathway Studio
9 MammalPlus (Elsevier B.V.) program for network graphical representation and to reduce
the number of edges for clarity of the graphical representation. Fig. 2 represent the AuD specific
network and Fig. 3 summarizes the significant association identified for each AuD and the
AuD network genes.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of MINA Workflow. Numbers in bold represent the MINA steps; 1- Seed genes selected,
2- Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) core tool created and score-ranked networks, 3- Top ranking network selected with the
highest p-value, 4- Candidate genes are identified, 5- Candidate genes Validation, in primary database, and 6- Candidate genes
replication in different GWAS and/ or new case: control study.
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Molecular network building and analysis

We used the IPA software to predict molecular interaction relationships among the nine AuD seed
genes and to predict the connecting genes. Seed genes were selected as described above and were
uploaded to the IPA program for analysis. The IPA first searches for evidence of direct interaction
between seed genes until the maximum number of seed genes are incorporated into the default 35-
member network (See Supplemental material; MINA Workflow In AuD Gene Discovery).

Fig. 2. Autoimmune disease specific molecular interaction network.
Seed genes (highlighted in green) and candidate genes are displayed in their identified cellular compartment for seven
autoimmune diseases (PSO, CeD, CD, MS, RA, SLE and T1D). Genes or gene products are represented as nodes/shapes, and the
biological relationship between two nodes is represented as an edge (line). Genes highlighted in green represent the seed genes.
All nodes and edges are supported by at least 1 reference from the literature, from a textbook, or from a database that was
incorporated into Ingenuity knowledge base. Nodes are displayed using various shapes that represent the functional class of the
gene product or molecule class. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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The AuD network did not arise by chance

IPA calculated the probability that the AuD network could arise by chance by using nine “randomly
matched” seed genes. When compared to random permutation, the 35-member AuD network was
found to be statistically significant with a score of 26 (p < 10�26), where a score of 2 indicates there is a
1/100 chance that the observed network would occur by chance (p < 0.05; 99% confidence level). Gene
Ontology comparisons of the 35-network members with all genes in the IPA interaction database
suggest that the seed genes within the network showed a higher connectivity than expected
by chance. For example, comparison of the network connecting genes revealed that all connecting
genes have well-established roles in cell-to-cell signaling (p < 5.28 � 10�17) and interactions
(p < 1.0 � 10�15), cellular development (p < 2.44 � 10�14) and immunological diseases
(p < 3.19 � 10�13). These results suggest highly interacting 26 loci with the nine seed genes beyond
what is expected by chance, and the common cellular location and biological function and that
common risk variants encoded by members of highly connected networks might possibly impact the
function of a few connected genes in the same network and predispose to similar disease etiology or
similar disease process.

GWAS datasets

GWAS databases of diseases of interest (e.g. AuD) were requested and obtained for each disease
from its respective source.

Fig. 3. The distribution of the most significant SNPs associated with each disease. Bold genes represent the nine seed genes.
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Statistical analysis

The originally “corrected” genetic association p-values were extracted from the GWAS database of
interest. We estimated the number of independent SNPs for each gene, using pairwise linkage
disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs. HapMap and 1000-genome (http://www.internationalgenome.org/)
data were used to estimate LD (D�of 0.8). We applied a Bonferroni correction, based on the number of
independent SNPs we tested, to all previously extracted p-values less than 0.05 and reported the smallest
corrected and uncorrected p-value for each gene (extracted from the original study), the total number of
valid SNPs genotyped, and the total number of SNPs per gene with p-values less than 0.05. To evaluate
evidence of genotype-phenotype association, we selected the smallest adjusted p-value and applied a
Bonferroni correction based on the number of independent SNPs we genotyped.

SNP genotyping

Identified SNPs from GWAS that showed significant association in any database were tested for
their association in a second dataset and/ or re-genotyped in new samples.
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